
 
Welcome! 
 

Welcome to the ITRC 2019 Annual Meeting in Boston, Massachusetts! We are excited to 
be here along with over 400 attendees, including many first-time attendees, and are eager 
to see all the partnering and discussion that will be accomplished over the course of the 
next few days. We would also like to thank our two distinguished Plenary speakers: Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Environment, Ms. Maureen Sullivan, and Commissioner 
of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection, Mr. Martin Suuberg.  
 
As Co-chairs of the ITRC Board of Advisors, we want to express our appreciation for your 
hard work and dedication to ITRC, and recognize the significant impact you are all making 
to advance environmental solutions. The past year has seen many changes: in 2018, ITRC 
finished five technical teams and published nine new documents; this year, three new 
teams are starting while one team will be ending.  
 
As problem-solvers working to address complex environmental challenges, our goal for 
this meeting is to provide you with resources and insights that will assist you in carrying 
out ITRC’s core mission of advancing environmental decision-making. This year’s theme, 
Stewards of Environmental Innovation, focuses on leading the environmental community 
towards adopting innovative environmental technologies and processes. The Annual 
Meeting is the only time that all ITRC members convene to promote best environmental 
practices and further the work of the organization, and we hope it gives you an 
opportunity to connect with both your teammates and the organization as a whole.   

ITRC exemplifies cooperation and teamwork, skills that are now, more than ever, needed 
to push environmental innovation. This organization is at the forefront of this movement, 
bringing together members from all different sectors and all over the globe, all working 
together to provide technically-sound solutions for healthy communities and the 
environment. 
 
Thank you for your participation and have a great meeting! 
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